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Choose the right answer. 

1-  The front of a boat …………… 

a. bow                  b. port              c. hull              d. keel 

2-  The back of the boat……….. 

a. port                     b. stern             c. bow             d. hull  

3- The left side of a boat…………. 

a. Port                 b. stern             c. starboard      d. bow 

4-  The right side of the boat …………………. 

a. Port                 b. starboard          c. stern             d. hull 

5-  The center pole that sails are attached …………… 

a. Deck               b. hull                   c. mast              d. hatch 

6- The part of the boat you walk on ………………. 

a. Deck             b. hull                    c. galley          d. porthole 

7- This keeps the boat balanced and upright in the water. 

a. Hull              b. hatch               c. galley           d. keel 

8- Small kitchen in the cabin of the boat ………………………. 

a. Hull               b. keel               c. hatch           d. galley 

9- Watertight cover for the opening of the cabin………….. 

a. Hatch           b. porthole          c. galley          d. hull 

10- Small window on the boat that is sometimes 

dogged 

a. Port             b. porthole               c. hatch           d. bow 
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11- Closed tightly with screws 

a. Port              b. porthole        c. dogged           d. galley 

12- Bottom of the boat 

a. Galley            b. keel              c. hull                d. deck 

13- The older brother in Rogue Wave 

a. Sully           b. Scoot            c. Beau            d. Mark 

14- The younger sister in Rogue Wave 

a. Scoot               b. Scully          c. Mark           d. Pam 

15- The main conflict in Rogue Wave involves 

a. a rogue wave capsizing their sailboat 

b. the two characters get lost at sea 

c. Scoot is thrown off the sailboat as it capsized 

d. Sully is severally injured as the rogue wave struck their boat 

16- The climax of Rogue Wave is when 

a. Sully breaks open the hatch to get to Scoot 

b. Scoot manages to push the skylight open 

c. Sully talks to the captain of the other boat and is rescued 

d. Sully is knocked unconscious when the boat capsized 

17- The Point of View Rogue Wave is told 

a. First Person- Sully 

b. First Person-Scoot 

c. Second Person 

d. Third Person Omniscient 
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18- The tone of Rogue Wave 

a. sad and depressing 

b. humorous 

c. sorrowful 

d. suspenseful and on-edge 

19- Purpose of Taylor writing Rogue Wave 

a. to inform readers about Rogue Waves 

b. to entertain readers about sailing 

c. to persuade readers not to sail 

20-  ___________ are large, unexpected and suddenly 

appearing surface waves that can be extremely 

dangerous, even to large ships such as ocean liners. 

a. sneaker wave 

b. sleep wave 

c. rogue wave 

d. swell 

21- descend below the surface of an area of water 

a. submerged 

b. navigation 

c. hydrography 

22- a long unbroken wave 

a. cloud 

b. tsunamis 

c. trough 

d. swell  
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Choose the right answer. 

 

A when she remembered the flashlight. 

B when she heard Sully pounding. 

C when she came out of shock. 

D when she found the toolbox. 

 1. What makes rogue waves especially dangerous? 

A They travel great distances. 

B They are driven by winds. 

C They cannot be predicted. 

D They occur in warm waters. 

 2. What evidence in the text supports the inference that 

Sully was a competent sailor? 

A Scoot thought he was a good teacher. 
B He’d been around boats for most of his life. 

C He’d borrowed the boat from a family friend. 

D He thought the Sea Dog was the best in her 

category. 

 3. What gave Sully hope that Scoot could survive for some 

time in the cabin?  

A The Sea Dog was heavy and sturdy. 

B There was enough room to stand and walk 

around. 
C There was at least a three-foot air pocket. 

D The hatch doors were still closed. 

 4. Which word best describes Sully’s feelings while he was 

diving repeatedly, trying to free Scoot? 

A confused 

B resentful 

C confident 

D frustrated 

 5. Why did Sully think that they might be found by another 

boat? 
A They were within twenty miles of the coast. 

B The weather was clear. 

C The Sea Dog had the latest equipment. 

D He was waving frantically. 

 6. Scoot began to feel certain that she’d survive   
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7. Scoot was described as a spunky. This means she was   

A    full of spirit 

B    sleepy  

C    naïve 

          8. Scoot’s character is revealed from her thoughts and actions 

while she was trapped in the cabin that she is  

A   brave and resourceful despite her fear that she would die. 

 B   unresourceful and couldn’t find salutations to her problems. 

 C   depended character and waited for others to save her. 

 


